ABSTRACT Although precise point positioning (PPP) is a well-established and promising technique with the use of precise satellite orbit and clock products, it requires a long convergence time to reach a centimeter-level positioning accuracy. The availability of triple-frequency observations from a modernized global navigation satellite system (GNSS) constellations makes it possible to improve performance by formulating new observation models. The contribution of this paper is to propose two new observation models using triple-frequency data. The first model (UofC3) is the triple-frequency extension of dualfrequency University of Calgary model. The second model (UofB) is a combining observation model with five-dimensional observation equations. Thereafter, by theoretically analyzing the dimension of the triplefrequency observation models, all feasible triple-frequency observation models are systematically found out. Finally, the positioning experiments with 3-h observation period using real data at four BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) Asia-Pacific distributed reference stations on the day of the year (DOY) [42][43][44][45][46][47][48] 2018 are conducted to compare the performance of observation models. The results show that the triplefrequency models have less convergence time than the dual-frequency models. Meanwhile, most of the triple-frequency models have approximate convergence time in an experiment. Furthermore, UofB, which is one of the most stabilized observation models as well as uncombined observation model with the triplefrequency data (UC3), has less processing time than UC3. Compared with UofB, UofC3 has less processing time with sacrificing stability. These results show the significance of the UofB and UofC3 for future PPP applications in modernized GNSS. 
I. INTRODUCTION
As precise point positioning (PPP) is proposed by Zumberge et al. , it is used normally by dual-frequency observations [1] - [3] . Then Gao and Shen proposed another ionosphere-free observation model (University of Calgary model with dual-frequency data, UofC2), which is ionosphere-free combination between pseudorange and carrier-phase [4] . It makes that the pseudorange noise in UofC2 is the half of the one in conventional ionosphere-free model with dual-frequency data (CIF2). However, the convergence time is typically 30 minutes with a decimeter level of accuracy [5] .
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To reduce the convergence time for single constellation Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS), Shen attempted to realize ambiguity pseudo-fixing [6] . Whereafter, there are three existing PPP with ambiguity resolution (PPP-AR) methods, single difference between satellite (SDBS) model, decoupled clock (DC) model and integer phase clock (IPC) model [7] - [11] . Some researchers used observation models with the assistance of continuously operating reference station (CORS), namely PPP-RTK [12] - [16] . The convergence time for PPP-RTK has been reduced to make PPP more practical.
After May 28, 2010 , the Global Positioning System (GPS) satellites began to provide the triple frequency [17] - [19] . Thereafter, the BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) providing triple-frequency signals services (B1, B2 and B3) had been built since the end of 2012 [20] , [21] . The multifrequency observations, which are really appealing to PPP technique, can eliminate more errors by constructing observation models with these good characteristics [22] .
In triple-frequency PPP, the resolution method with the less convergence time is also PPP-AR. There is CORS network assistant in PPP-AR. CORS network can be used to provide the atmospheric error, satellite clock, or fractional cycle bias (FCB) to the PPP users. After this, the ambiguities can be fixed directly by screening out the integer combining coefficient of the pseudorange or carrier-phase observations [23] - [25] . Except the integer combining coefficient, one also can use the L2 and L5 to construct the ultra wide lane (UWL) and use the L1 and L2 to construct the wide lane (WL). As to the narrow lane (NL), the most common operation is to use the L1. Geng realized to fix ambiguities by using the UWL, WL and NL ambiguity, the time are 20s and 65s to reach correctness rate of 99% in WL and NL ambiguity, respectively [26] .
Bisnath and Gao illustrated that the solution convergence depends on several factors such as number of satellites observed (redundancy), satellite geometry, multipath, atmospheric effects (troposphere, ionosphere) and the level of pseudorange noise which is magnified via the ionospherefree combination [3] . Seepersad and Bisnath focused on reducing code noise and multipath to improve convergence [27] . If there is under no condition of CORS network assistant, just as the mode of a standalone station, the simplest method for us is to reduce the level of pseudorange noise by means of observation combinations. Henkel and Gunther discussed triple-frequency low noise code-phase linear combinations that are suitable for estimating integer ambiguities in PPP [28] . Elsobeiey assessed the performance of triplefrequency PPP by processing the modernized L5 signal along with the legacy GPS signals [29] . The two researches did not systematically explain the selection criteria for combination models from the theoretical analysis view. According to a theoretical analysis of observation equations, Deo used carrier only, pseudorange only, and combinations of phase carrier and pseudorange to form the ionosphere-free observation model (Deo) [5] . But it is not comprehensive enough, there are many observation models which need be found and analyzed. Moreover, in terms of experimental verification based on three-frequency integer or float ambiguities, most of the simulated data is used for verification in the existing papers which are not well suited to the experimental phenomena in actual scenes. Because the number of GPS satellites with triple-frequency signals is not enough, it can be seen that there are five satellites in better situation, and most of them are less than four [30] .
Aiming at the deficiency of observation model theory, we propose two new triple-frequency combining observation models and analyze all feasible triple-frequency observation models. Furthermore, owe to GPS satellites can not be used to conduct PPP experiment using real triple-frequency data, the experimental verification is operated by using BDS.
The mean number of visible BDS satellites in BDS is 7-8, which can meet the positioning requirements of the single system. The primary contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
1) The triple-frequency observation models with four observation equations (UofC3) is derived by referring to UofC2 in dual-frequency PPP.
2) The other triple-frequency observation models with five observation equations (UofB) is proposed under the constraints ''geometry preserving, ionosphere-free, and the lowest noise propagation''. 3) All possible triple-frequency observation models are exhibited and all feasible triple-frequency observation models are found out. 4) The performance of all common triple-frequency observation models including the two new models are analyzed. And the advantages of each model are found.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews the existing dual-frequency and triplefrequency observation models in unified form according to the system analysis of inter-frequency clock bias (IFB). Thereafter, section 3 presents two new triple-frequency observation models which can reduce convergence time compared with other triple-frequency combination observation models. Thereafter, the theory of triple-frequency observation models is also systematically analyzed and all feasible triple-frequency observation models are found out. Section 4 presents the specific improvement effect of these new models by using the real BDS triple-frequency data in the experiment. Meanwhile, some phenomena in the experiments are described and illustrated. Finally, some conclusions are given in section 5.
II. TRIPLE-FREQUENCY OBSERVATION EQUATIONS
Compared with dual-frequency observation models, the triple-frequency observation models add a new carrier signal to the observation, while the third frequency observation introduces the parameter IFB [31] .
For convenience, we use the IFB in the following triplefrequency equations (3) and (6) , so that the different biases between the different pseudorange can be merged into the ionosphere. Meanwhile, receiver reference clocks and satellite reference clocks in the different signals are consistent, respectively. To keep physical significances of both the estimated ionospheric delay and fractional cycle bias (FCB) of the ambiguities in different frequencies consistent, IFB is also introduced into third frequency carrier-phase L 3 . where
where c is speed of light, i is the frequency number of signal, although the frequency number of different system in GNSS are different, such L1/L2/L5 in GPS and B1/B2/B3 in BDS. P i is the pseudorange in signal i, L i is the carrier-phase in signal i. ρ is the distance between the station and a satellite. dt is receiver clock error. dT is satellite clock error. T w is the projection of tropospheric zenith wet path delay. I i is ionosphere delay in L i . The system frequency ratio are hardware delays of pseudorange P i and carrierphase L i in receiver and satellite, respectively. ε P i and ε L i are observation noises in pseudorange P i and carrier-phase
and DCB s P1P2 are Differential code biases (DCBs) between pseudorange P 1 and pseudorange P 2 in receiver and satellite, respectively. Every combining observation model is converted by uncombined observation model. the equations of each observation models are the combination of the equations (1)- (6) by the different Coefficients k j .
where the coefficients k j satisfy the constraints which are the geometry preserving and the ionosphere-free in the following formula.
where is the sum function, sign(x) denotes symbolic function. When x > 0, sign(x) = 1, when x < 0, sign(x) = −1. mod(x, y) denotes remainder after division x/y, floor(x) denotes the largest integer which is smaller than or equal to the input physical signal x, the symbol j = 1-6. The Table 1 gives the coefficients for common observation models, which contain conventional ionosphere-free model with triple-frequency data (CIF3), conventional ionospherefree model with dual-frequency data (CIF2), Deo, and UofC2.
III. NEW MODELS WITH TRIPLE-FREQUENCY OBSERVATIONS
This section proposes two triple-frequency combining observation models with the properties of ionosphere-free, geometry-preserving and low noise propagation.
A. UOFC3 MODEL
There are two methods for ionosphere-free in dual-frequency observation models, the one is combinations in one type of observations between different frequencies and the other one is combinations in two types of observations between pseudorange and carrier-phase. The CIF3 and CIF2 are the former ones, and the UofC2 is the latter one.
According to the UofC2 in dual-frequency PPP, the UofC with triple-frequency observations (UofC3) is derived as follows.
(13) Table 1 shows that UofC3 has less pseudorange observation noises than CIF2 and CIF3. And the UofC3 has the same dimension with Deo, but it has more pseudorange observation noises than Deo.
B. UOFB MODEL
In triple-frequency PPP, the two methods for ionosphere-free in dual-frequency can be combined by a mix ionosphere-free method which is combination among multi-pseudorange and multi-carrier-phase. The constraints of the coefficients k j in the mix ionosphere-free method are weakened so that the coefficients k j only need to satisfy the formula (12) . Based on this, we present a model with the five irrelevant observation equations, named The University of Beihang model (UofB) under the hypothesis ''Minimising the pseudorange noise while keeping the observations ionosphere-free would give optimum results'' [5] .
Each equation in UofB is derived by assuming some of coefficients k j are zero and getting the value of the other parameters under the constraints ''the geometry preserving, ionosphere-free, and the lowest noise propagation'' in formula (14) . It assumes that the ratio of observation noise σ P /σ L = 100. See Appendix V for the calculation method of the coefficients k j in P UofB, 3 .
The specific coefficients of UofB are shown in the Table 1 . Compared with Deo, UofB has one more equation P UofB, 3 . Namely, the UofB is one more dimension than Deo. The noise of P UofB,3 is enough small to be used as carrier-phase like the equations in Deo [5] .
C. OBSERVATION MODEL ANALYSIS
In triple-frequency observation models, the most dimension is six. According to the different dimensions, the observation models can be sorted into six types in Fig. 1 .
In the uncombined observation model with triplefrequency data (UC3), there are six observation equations with single receiver, single satellite, and single epoch. The six observation equations all are irrelevant, and the dimension of observation equations is six.
In triple-frequency PPP, all combining triple-frequency observation models are converted from UC3, like all combining dual-frequency observation models are converted from uncombined model with dual-frequency data (UC2) [32] . If the constraint ''ionosphere-free'' is added into UC3, the number of irrelevant observation equations will be changed to five. So all models with five irrelevant observation equations are reversible. According to the equivalence criterions, all models with five irrelevant observation equations are equivalent [32] . There is only one type of observation model with five irrelevant observation equations. Namely, another observation model with five irrelevant observation equations is equivalent with UofB in Fig. 1 .
Four observation equations can realize positioning solution with three ambiguities. The observation models with five irrelevant observation equations has one more redundant equation. The observation models with four observation equations can be derived by reducing an equation in the observation models with five irrelevant observation equations. According to permutations and combinations in probability theory, there are five observation models with four observation equations. Except for Deo and UofC3 in Fig. 1 , the triple-frequency observation models with four observation equations have three yet. Four observation equations can also realize positioning solution with two ambiguities. But the models do not bring any real usability value. Because the models are not only unable to directly realize triple-frequency ambiguity-fixed solution, but also increase the computational complexity.
For the observation models with three observation equations, there are two ambiguities or one ambiguity in the estimated parameters. The former models do not bring any real usability value like the models with four observation equations and two ambiguities. And the latter models add a pseudorange equation compared with CIF3. The new pseudorange equation certainly has hundreds of times more noise than carrier-phase in CIF3. So the observation models with three observation equations are ignored in Fig. 1 .
For the observation models with two observation equations, CIF3 is the most common model. If the constraint is ionosphere-free without minimum noises, the observation model with two observation equations is not unique. Namely, if the single ambiguity is not N CIF3 , there are many observation model with two observation equations in Fig. 1 . Similarly, there are many observation model with one observation equations, except for only pseudorange observation models with minimum noises (OP) in Fig. 1 . Table 2 summarizes the presented PPP models compared to the traditional dual-frequency PPP model in terms of the observation equations, unknown parameters, and parameter descriptions. All the presented triple-frequency models require a minimum of five satellites, although it may appear that a solution is possible with three satellites for UC3 and UofB. As with second frequency observations, the third frequency observations do not add to the extra geometry of the observed satellites.
IV. VALIDATION OF THE PRESENTED PPP MODELS A. EXPERIMENTAL STRATEGY 1) PROCESSING STRATEGY
The self-developed MATLAB PPP software based on Prototyping RTKLIB2.4.3 is used to perform positioning experiment. All error corrections are illustrated in Table 3 .
The role of pseudorange and carrier-phase are different on different stages of data processing, the ratio of pseudorange and carrier-phase is segmented [33] . It is 100 in first 50 epochs and 1000 in subsequent epochs. Meanwhile, the initial values and corresponding variance-covariance of XYZ and dT are least square solution in first epoch. The initial value of T w is calculated by Hopfield model in first epoch, the corresponding variance-covariance is set to 0.25 in experiment. N 1 , N 2 , N 3 , and I 1 are calculated by the following formulae (15)- (18), their corresponding variance-covariance follow covariance propagation law [6] .And the variances of dynamic noises in receiver clock error, troposphere zenith wet path delay and ionosphere are 900m 2 /s 2 , 10 −8 m 2 /s 2 , and 10 −6 m 2 /s 2 , respectively.
2) DATA STRATEGY
Real triple-frequency data processing is not realized in GPS.
The experiments use real triple-frequency BDS data from Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX). General parameter settings are provided in Table 4 , where only a dual-frequency model UC2 is analyzed, because positioning performances of all dual-frequency models are approximate [32] .
In day of year (DOY) 42, 2018, the ground tracks of the BDS satellites are illustrated in Fig. 2 . It shows that the satellite orbits of geostationary earth orbit satellite (GEO), Inclined geosynchronous Orbit satellite (IGSO), and medium earth orbit satellite (MEO) in BDS. The GEOs, which have almost stationary orbits, are C1-C5. The IGSOs, which have The experiments use real triple-frequency BDS data during DOY 42-48, 2018. the orbits of BDS satellites during the period are superimposed in Fig. 3 . It is the reference basis that the stations are chosen. We generally choose four stations (CEDU, DARW, JFNG, and KARR), which have more visible BDS satellites. A station (JFNG) is in China, and the other three stations are in Australia as shown in Fig. 3 .
The visibilities of BDS satellites at four stations during DOY 42-48, 2018 are respectively shown in Fig. 4 , where BDS satellites are represented by pseudo random noise code (PRN) number (C1-C14). And there are the three vacancies in Fig. 4 , because the three corresponding files (darw0470.18o, darw0480.18o, and jfng0440.18o) are missing in International GNSS Service (IGS).
According to the visibilities of BDS satellites, the number of visible BDS satellites at the four stations during DOY 42-48, 2018 is shown in Fig. 5 . The results show that the BDS experiments at the four stations during the period can be operated well. The number of visible BDS satellites at the four stations during the period is 7-14. Meanwhile, the mean values of visible BDS satellites at the four stations during the period are 9.09, 10.27, 10.34, and 10.92, respectively.
B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND ASSESSMENT
Usually, the data processing period is hourly [5] . But the real triple-frequency BDS data has more errors than simulated data. During DOY 42-48, 2018, we group three hours into a data processing period, there are 56 sets of data waiting to be processed for a station, which has complete data. The distance errors of all converged positioning solutions at different stations are shown in Fig. 6-9 . The convergence time is the instant that the positioning error in each direction is less than 0.1m and this state can last for 20 epochs after the instant. It shows that there are some differences between UofB and Deo preliminarily. And UofB is similar to the other observation models.
Furthermore, the number and ratio of converged solutions at different stations are shown in Fig. 10 . The number of sets of data at different stations is 56, 40, 48, and 56. And the number of converged positioning solutions at different stations is 23, 7, 18, and 28.
More detailed, all converged positioning solutions at the four stations are combined, and then the converged solutions are divided by different observation models. In order to exclude the influence of site and root mean square, the converged solutions in different observation models are illustrated by coordinate errors (North errors, East errors, and Up errors) in Fig. 11-13 . It also shows that there are obvious differences between UofB and Deo. And the differences of other models are too unobvious to be seen in Fig. 11-13 . 
C. PHENOMENA ANALYSIS
In order to visualize the differences of models, mean coordinate accuracies, precisions and convergence time for the six models are given in Table 5 . It shows that the accuracies and precisions for different models are approximate and centimeter-level. They have sub-millimeter differences, namely, there is no difference on high precise positioning. The results agree with unbiased estimation. The observation models have approximate mean convergence time in Table 5 , except Deo, and UC2. To eliminate the factor that the approximation is caused by taking the mean, the convergence time of each block for different models are illustrated in Fig. 14 . The most of triple-frequency models have approximate convergence time in experiment, although convergence time for triple-frequency models are unequivalent theoretically. The results are agree with that in dualfrequency models [32] .
Considering the convergence time is related to the data at different stations, the mean convergence time of blocks for each observation model at each station is illustrated in Fig. 15 . The results show that the convergence time for Deo has larger fluctuation, compared with the other triple-frequency observation models. The convergence time for UofC3 also has larger fluctuation than that for UofB, UC3 and CIF3 at JFNG. Because Deo and UofC3 have eliminated redundant information. Namely, Deo and UC3 remove an equation from UofB. When ionosphere is calm, the most stabilized observation models are UofB, UC3 and CIF3, where UofB and UC3 can calculate all triple-frequency ambiguities. The processing time for six models is different, because the number of estimated parameters is different. As shown in Fig. 16 , mean processing time for UofB, Deo, UofC3, UC3, CIF3, and UC2 is 26.071s, 24.012s, 24.371s, 27.97 9s, 20.079s, and 24.399s, respectively. Although the coordinate accuracy, precision and convergence time for UofB are approximate to those for UC3, the processing time for UofB is obviously less than that of UC3. When the possible fluctuation in convergence time is ignored. Deo and UofC3, which have less processing time than UofB and UC3, can be used.
V. CONCLUSION
Choosing a suitable observation model is critical prerequisite for positioning solution. Triple-frequency observation model for float ambiguity research is not too much, no one has systematically combed through the existing models, and the constructing conditions are insufficient clear.
For constructing a suitable observation model, we analyzed observation equations first. And we found the estimated parameters in triple-frequency are more than that in dualfrequency, the added parameters are IFB and third ambiguity.
There are two methods for ionosphere-free in dualfrequency, the mixed method is added in triple-frequency PPP. Subsequently, we presented UofC3 model according to UofC2 model. Meanwhile, according to the principle of least observation noise, we proposed a five-dimensional observation model (UofB) which has the properties of the geometry preserving, ionosphere-free, and the lowest noise propagation. And UofB is the unique five-dimensional observation model, namely, the other five-dimensional observation models are equivalent to it. Moreover, we analyzed and found out all feasible triple-frequency observation models in Fig. 1 .
Finally, triple-frequency real data processing in GPS is not realized. The experiments using real BDS data compared six models, UofB, Deo, UofC3, UC3, CIF3, and UC2. Testing includes PPP processing of 3-hour observation blocks using 7 days of real data at four BDS Asia-Pacific distributed reference stations. The results showed that the triple-frequency models have less convergence time than the dual-frequency models. Meanwhile, and most of triple-frequency models have approximate convergence time in experiment. Furthermore, the most stabilized observation models are UofB, UC3, and CIF3. The processing time for UofB is obviously less than that of UC3 and more than that of Deo and UofC. If the possible fluctuation in convergence time is ignored. Deo and UofC3 can be used.
APPENDIX
Each equation of UofB is derived by assuming some of coefficients k j are zero and getting the value of the other coefficients under the constraints in formulae (14) . For example, the equation P UofB,3 can be gotten as follows. According to the last equation of formula (14) , it can derive,
Then the formulae (19) and (20) are taken into formula (14) , it can get, = Min (21) In order to seek the minimum value of ε 2 , then it takes the partial derivative of ε 2 about k j (j=2, 3, 5, or 6) in formula (21) . Namely, ∂ε 2 /∂k j = 0, j = 2, 3, 5, 6
According to the formulae (19) , (20) and (22) . It can obtain the solution which is the coefficients of the equation P UofB,3 in Table 1 . And the minimum value of ε 2 can be determined, it is 2.8324 cycle.
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